Wisconsin

THE GIVING FUND (donor-advised fund)
Simplify your giving and multiply your impact with the power and flexibility of a Giving Fund

A Giving Fund with National Christian Foundation (NCF) is an easy-to-establish, low-cost, flexible
account for charitable giving that is a popular alternative to creating a private foundation.
Also known as a donor-advised fund, it’s the fastest growing charitable vehicle in America today.
A Giving Fund works like a charitable checking account, but instead of depositing money and
writing checks, you contribute all types of assets (cash, stocks, non-liquid assets), receive an income
tax deduction at the time of the donation, and then go online to recommend grants to your favorite
ministries and churches. Here’s how it works:

Give cash, stocks, real
estate, business interests,
and more to your Fund

SMITH
family
Giving
Fund

$
Receive an income
tax deduction

Recommend grants to your
favorite ministries, churches,
or charities, now or over time

8,000+ NCF
Giving Funds

THOUSANDS OF GIVERS CHOOSE THE GIVING FUND BECAUSE IT’S:
• Simple – Easy to set up and begin granting

• Christian – Aligned with Christian values

• Flexible – Deduct now, grant later

• Anonymous – Grants can be sent anonymously
to prevent solicitation

• Smart – Significant tax advantages over
traditional giving and private foundations

• Growing – Charitable assets can be invested
for long-term growth

• Convenient – Manage all your giving online,
anytime, and eliminate the paperwork

• FUN – Recapture the joy of giving as you lead your
family and pass on values before valuables

SIMPLIFY YOUR GIVING

1

Open a Giving Fund

2

Contribute Assets

3

Recommend Grants!

Get started today. Visit nationalchristian.com/wisconsin or call 262.796.9910.

The Giving Fund in Three Simple Steps
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2. GROW

Contribute cash, stocks,
and non-liquid assets

We’re living
our generous
calling

Invest your Giving Fund for
tax-free growth, if desired

Enjoy one source for all
receipts at tax time

3. GRANT
Setup recurring grants
that automatically go out
each month or quarter

Recommend anonymous
grants and prevent
ongoing solicitation
Support multiple ministries and
projects with a single contribution,
and create a lasting legacy of
generosity for your family!

022712 0102
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Maximize deductions
using business interests,
real estate, and more
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Receive a tax deduction now,
recommend grants later
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“The power and flexibility of a Giving Fund is helping our family
and our business give more than we ever thought possible.”

